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Officer of the 2nd Royal North British
Dragoons (Scots Greys), in full dress.
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The special head-dress of the Farrier was a small black cap
with a Horseshoe qn the forepart, silver on a black background.
They had churns on the foreparts of the saddle for their tools
and wore leather aprons. When the troopers drew swords the
Farrier's drew their axes, the butts of the hafts on the thigh, the
axe-heads facing the horses heads. No evidence has been found
for 1815.

Breeches
For full dress parades the officers wore whitened buckskin
breeches. The NCOs and troopers were also ordered to wear
'plush' breeches for full dress parades only.

Jacked Boots
With the full dress breeches the dragoons wore black jacked.
boots with swan-necked spurs buckled on across the instep of
the boots with large flaps.

Overalls
For all other duties and especially on the march and on campaign dragoons wore coarse grey cloth overalls over ankle-length
boots with straight steel spurs.
For officers the overalls were in good quality cloth, probably
cassimere, or stockingette and had a small front 'fall'. The overalls were literally coveralls and were made tight so that they
could be pulled on over the boots, underclothes and stockings
with the outsides of the legs closed by flies. These flies were
closed by buttons and the welt along the edge of the fly trimmed
with coloured cloth. Some contemporary prints show officers
with buttons on the lower parts of the leg only and worn undone,
. the leg of the overall belling out over .the boots. The insides of
the legs and the buttocks and in some cases the bottoms of each
leg were reinforced with pale fawn leather.
Some of the overalls of the officers had simple gold or silver
stripes without any apparent buttons down each leg.
For the Royals the overalls of the NCOs and the troopers had
red welts down the fly, the Greys had either a blue welt or a blue
welt on either side of the fly and the Inniskillings had a white
welt according to a print in the regimental history. Some of the
French artists of the period show the double welt in red for both
the Royals and the Inniskillings. The overalls were suspended
on wide canvas braces. These can be seen on the small figures in
the background of the Howe painting.

bobbin braids and the fronts- of the coat decorated with braid
frog loops and olivets in Hussar fashion.

Sword Belts
.For full dress the officers' sword belt was in coloured leather,
faced with gold or silver lace and had rectangular gilt plates
with a heavily foliated GR cypher in silver in the centre within
an open laurel leaf wreath with the Crown above and with a
motto scroll with pennon ends beneath lettered 'Dieu Et Mon
Droit'.
For undress the officers wore ,either white leather belts with
similar plates or lions head and snake clasp fastenings, or narrow
black belts with swords on slings.
The sword belts of the NCOs and troopers were thick buffalo
leather with brass belt plates of the same design as the officers'.

Sabretaches
The design of the full dress sabre taches of all the regiments
are not known. In principle the face of the sabretache was the
colour of the facing of the regiment with a wide edging of the
regimental lace and with the Crown 'GR' cypher, regimental
device and any battle· honour or motto below surrounded with
laurel wreaths.
For undress the officers had black leather sabretaches with no
devices. The sabretaches of the
COs and troopers were plain
black leather.

Pouch Belts
In full dress the officers wore pouch belts of fine coloured
leather covered with gold or silver lace with a roll edging in the
facing colour and with gilded or silvered slides, tips and buckles .
The full dress pouches were Moroccan leather, the lids covered
with the facing colour cloth and with the 'GR' cypher and
Crown, laurel wreaths and regimental devices as on the sabretaches.
The troopers had white buffalo leather belts with brass
buckles, tips and slides. The belt was made so as to provide a
facility for the steel carbine swivel. The Sergeant-Majors, Sergeants and Trumpeters did not carry the carbine.'

Gloves'
On parade white gloves with gauntlet cuffs were worn. On the
march and on campaign short white gloves were used by the
officers and NCOs.

Sashes and Girdles
Officers appear to have had two types of sash/girdle. The
Dighton painting of the Greys in 1816 shows an officer in a
cocked hat with white breeches and knee-length boots. He has a
crimson silk net sash with tassels. In other paintings officers are
wearing a rich gold lace girdle with three stripes of crimson
fastened by some complicated system of buckles, straps and cord
loops. A portrait of Major Wildman of the 6th Dragoon Gu:i:rds
shows this pattern.
COs and troopers wore worsted yellow girdles with two blue
stripes for the Royals and Scots Greys and two red stripes for the
Inniskillings.

WEAPONS
The Dragoons were armed with a sword, pistol and carbine.
The officers
carried straight-bladed
swords with steelpierced guards and black grips bound with silver wire. The
blades were blued and decorated with gilded ornaments. The
scabbard was steel with two rings. There appear to be three different types of sword knots at this period ..Portraits show white
leather straps with gold knot and tassels. All gold lace and crimson silk with bullion tassels and even plain white leather similar
to the troopers pattern.
The NCOs and troopers
carried a very heavy broadbladed sword with an all-steel disc-shaped guard pierced with a
series of holes. The fist guard was knuckle bow-shaped and
formed one part with the disc. Black grip with a steel back piece.
The blade was approximately 35 inches long and was It inches
wide and with a hatchet tip. Before Waterloo the heavy cavalry
ground their sword on both sides which accounts for some specimens of this sword with pointed tips. The scabbard was steel
with a large steel chape and two rings. The NCOs and troopers
had a buff, whitened leather sword knot.
The heavy cavalry pistol had a 9-inch barrel and did not have
a brass butt cap. The pistol was carried in the right holster.
The heavy cavalry carbine had a 26-inch barrel and was fitted
with brass mounts. It was carried butt up with the muzzle in a
bucket and suspended on a steel swivel fitted on the pouch belt
attachment.

The Cloak
NCOs and troopers wore a red camlet cloak with white linings
and with a blue, either standing or standing/falling collar and
probably a short double cape over the shoulders.
It is not clear what the pattern of the officers' cloak was but
Dighton certainly shows such a garment rolled across the front
of the mounted officers saddle in his 1816 painting.
Officers also wore a variety of undress coats in what the
French fashion plates of the period describe as 'negligee'. These
coats known as 'pelisses' or 'redincotes' are shown in many of
the French caricatures of British officers of the period. They
were long, much decorated with frogging and in cases appear
to be trimmed with fur.
P. W. Reynolds had a description of such a coat. It is described
as a long blue coat with a standing collar, edged with twenty-five
'French bobbin braids', all round the collar and up the sides of
the back of the coat. Seventeen French bobbin braids for the
hips and straps. Square cuffs framed with twenty-five French
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